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RECENT EVENTS

We hope everyone is settling back into the new academic year well. This month has been eventful on the outreach front. Science Uncovered- European Researcher’s Night and Science Spectacular were both of great success. We thank Dian Y, Josh W, Wenjun K, Astrid W, Lucas M, Adrian C, Bailey W, Atta A, Vicente M, Harry W, Eion G, Natalie P and Bonnie T for their outreach contributions this month. In addition, thank you to Adrian P and David T who have volunteered to be our website maintainers for this year.

VOLLEBAK

Earlier this month, the CEO of Vollebak and members of their team came to visit the NGI to speak to our students about their work involving smart materials and Graphene. They are the first company to release a Graphene jacket in the UK. To find out more, see https://www.vollebak.com/.

OPPORTUNITIES

1. Do you want to be trained as a STEM ambassador and volunteer at local outreach events? Follow this link: https://www.stem.org.uk/stem-ambassadors/join-stem-ambassador-programme

2. Are you interested in joining THE BRILLIANT CLUB? This is a paid opportunity where you do a placement of six tutorial style sessions with a group of students from a local school. For more information, come along to the information event on 1st November 12-1pm at University Place 3.213. https://thebrilliantclub.org/

Student Representatives:
Natalie Parsons (3rd Yr, School of Mat.)
natalie.parsons@manchester.ac.uk

Bonnie Tsim (2nd Yr, School of Phys. and Astro.)
loktingbonnie.tsim@manchester.ac.uk

Academic Representatives:
Cyrill Bussy (School of Health Sci.)
cyrill.bussy@manchester.ac.uk

Ivan Vera Marun (School of Phys. and Astro.)
ivan.veramarun@manchester.ac.uk

Dropbox: https://www.dropbox.com/sh/zd70mh4qwrsgj37/AAA0KZ5d3wzkWsjFAPCN1J3Ka?dl=0